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VARIOUS FORMS OF LITERARY LINKS AND TYPOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS BECAME THE SUBJECT OF COMPARATIVE LITERARY STUDIES LONG AGO. FOCUSING ON CERTAIN PHENOMENA REPEATEDLY OCCURRING IN DIFFERENT NATIONAL LITERATURES ENABLES RESEARCHERS TO IDENTIFY SOME COMMON FEATURES AND CERTAIN REGULARITIES OF INTERETHNIC NATURE. «COMPARISON, I.E. ESTABLISHMENT OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HISTORICAL PHENOMENA AND EXPLANATION OF THE LATTER APPEARS TO BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF ANY HISTORICAL RESEARCH. THE PROMINENT COMPARATIVIST V.M. ZHIRMUNSKY WROTE, «COMPARISON WOULD NOT DESTROY SPECIFICS OF A PHENOMENON UNDER STUDY (INDIVIDUAL, NATIONAL, HISTORICAL); MOREOVER, IT IS ONLY THROUGH COMPARISON, I.E. IDENTIFICATION OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES, ONE CAN DETERMINE THE SPECIFICS» [1,177].

RESEARCHERS' EFFORTS ARE CURRENTLY FOCUSED ON REGULARITIES AND TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF DIFFERENT NATIONAL LITERATURES, INCLUDING IDENTIFICATION OF THE UNIVERSAL, PAN-HUMAN AND UNIQUE IN THE ARTISTIC PICTURE OF THE WORLD. THOUGH UNIQUE, ORIGINAL, INDEPENDENT AND INIMITABLE, EACH ETHNOSE EXISTS IN A CONTINUOUS DIALOGUE WITH THE OTHERS. THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN ETHNOSES, BETWEEN CULTURES AND LITERATURES IS PREDETERMINED BY HUMAN NATURE ITSELF WHICH IS MIRRORED IN THE LITERARY PROCESS.

STUDYING REGIONAL LITERATURE, WITH ITS WIDE RANGE OF IDENTIFICATIONS, ITS OWN AXIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY, ETC. IS REGARDED AS AN IMPORTANT RESEARCH AREA. LITERARY REGIONS ARE PERCEIVED AS «CULTURAL NESTS» CHARACTERIZED BY A SPECIAL LOCAL MENTALITY AND A VERSATILE TERRITORIAL, NATIONAL